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Homelessness 

 There are many different social problems that occur in American cities. One in particular 

that I have noticed in my community is homelessness. This is very sad because there are people 

who are out in the streets with no shelter, food, clothes, or proper hygiene. Something needs to 

be done to stop or decrease the number of people who are out living on the streets. Homeless 

people are usually sleeping behind buildings, under bridges, next to canals, or even on the side 

walk. They’re constantly hungry, begging people in front of stores for money or food to spare. 

This can be improved if the individual, the community, and the government come together to 

help people suffering from poverty. There are many reasons why people become homeless, such 

as losing their job, the economy goes down, are handicap, have a drug addiction, have a mental 

problem, or prefer to live on the streets. Homelessness is a serious issue in our community, and it 

will take time to eliminate homeless people off the streets and into good care. 

 One major problem in many cities is homelessness. When I drive around my 

neighborhood, in Carson, I see a few homeless men and women. Many have grocery carts that 

have all their belongings, and some even sleep behind stores. Even when I am not in my city I 

will still see homeless people on the street, like in L.A., Wilmington, Compton, San Pedro, and 

many others cities. According to the author Sandy Mazza she examined, “On any given night, 

about 6,000 homeless people live on the streets of cities west of Long Beach and south of Los 

Angeles, which offer not only a temperate climate but among the most scenic coastlines in 
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Southern California.” This explains a significant amount of people who are in need of financial 

help. This amount of poverty on streets will continue to grow if no one helps or acknowledges 

this problem. With the economy prices increasing many people have trouble paying for 

necessities of living. According to the article "Why Are People Homeless?" concluded, “Poor 

people are frequently unable to pay for housing, food, childcare, health care, and education.” 

This reveals that not all people can afford these human necessities that they result to living on 

streets.  Kaitlin Philipps the author of "Homelessness: Causes, Culture and Community 

Development as a Solution" states, “It would seem that during this century of abundance, there 

should not be individuals without food or shelter.” Many people would agree with this statement, 

but the truth is minimum wage jobs don’t pay enough for the cost of living. With that in mind the 

struggle to stop homelessness might never be solved.  

 Every homeless person has a different situation for why they became homeless. Usually, 

the most common is lack of income, low wage, no job opportunity, lost job, lost house, mental 

illness, addiction disorder, or can’t pay for health insurance ("Why Are People Homeless?").  

Families, veterans, and single men and women are affected from each one of those situations. 

The main issue is money and work ethic. That’s why it is important as a community to help each 

other out, so no one will live helplessly on the street. According to Marta Elliott and Krivo J. 

Lauren they state, “These jobs, which often do not provide enough income to support monthly 

housing cost, may be the only jobs available to homeless individuals” (115). This reveals that 

even if poor individuals work, it is hard to afford a roof over there head because the jobs they are 

fit for do not pay enough to support their families. This causes homeless people to worry 

everyday about if they would have food and shelter that night.  
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There are many ways the community and the government can help solve the problem of 

homelessness increasing. President Obama states in the “The President’s 2016 Budget: Fact 

Sheet on Homelessness Assistance” that, “The Budget demonstrates an unwavering commitment 

to our Nation’s Veterans and their families, ensuring continued investments to end Veteran 

homelessness” (2). Having programs for veterans will take them be off the streets and have no 

struggle. A veteran should not have to worry about how they will survive in cities after they have 

came back from protecting their country. Sandy Mazza the author of "South Bay and Harbor 

Area Trying to Cope with Growing Homeless Population" explains, “Harbor Interfaith Services 

in San Pedro is similarly focused on helping families and children, but the organization also 

provides thousands of food baskets a year to single people, as well as rental assistance and 

moving costs.” It is good that women and children are a priority because it is sad to see children 

suffering and not being able to have a happy childhood. Another way to solve poverty is building 

more shelters. Those shelters should give a bed and food for the homeless person. The shelter 

should provide volunteers to help that individual find a job. Kaitlin Philipps states, “In the 

United States this is supported by Section 8 which makes the resident pay for only 30% of their 

housing costs with the government covering the rest” ("Homelessness: Causes, Culture and 

Community Development as a Solution" 25-26).  This is great that the government stepped in to 

help support people in need of assistance. With more programs and volunteers in the community 

it eliminates people from becoming homeless. 

 Homeless people need a lot of assistance to get back on there feet. People who get 

involved can help people be more aware of the crisis of homeless individuals. According to the 

article "This Food Truck Serves Free Burritos To Homeless People In Los Angeles" it state, 

“The Share A Meal food truck, run by nonprofit Khalsa Peace Corps, gives out hot burritos to 

http://www.shareameal.net/
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homeless people around Los Angeles five days a week.” This show how much people are willing 

to help others who are in need of assistance. The article "This Food Truck Serves Free Burritos 

To Homeless People In Los Angeles" also explains, “Share A Meal used to raise its funds by 

operating as a normal food truck by day, and then giving out free food by night. But now the 

Singhs only use the truck to deliver free food.” These volunteers that help in the food truck are 

really making a difference and make homeless people’s day. A simple burrito can improve a 

homeless person’s hunger to maybe have the energy and hope that one day they can get a job or 

have a roof over their head. 

Even though there are many ways to reduce homelessness in our cities, there are also 

some limitations. Some people prefer to be homeless, can’t quit an addiction, jobs don’t pay 

enough, or sometimes the government doesn’t have enough money to support individuals. Marta 

Elliott and Krivo J. Lauren the authors of “Structural Determinants of Homelessness in the 

United States” explains, “In the first case, some argue that personal problems, such as mental 

illness or alcohol and drug abuse render individuals unable to maintain permanent housing” 

(114). People with drug addiction and mental issues, will be hard to eliminate off the streets. 

People who can not obtain a job or home usually live most of their life on the streets. The 

government can’t help people who have an addiction and won’t work. People like that have a 

choice and ability to quit drugs and get a proper job. A person who has a mental health issue, 

needs support from the government. If the government doesn’t support all those individual, most 

likely would be homeless. Sometimes, men and women can not find a job or have a job, but it 

doesn’t pay enough. "Why Are People Homeless?" is an article that states, “Only a concerted 

effort to ensure jobs that pay a living wage, adequate support for those who cannot work, 

affordable housing, and access to health care will bring an end to homelessness.” This shows that 

http://www.shareameal.net/
https://twitter.com/shareamealtruck/status/453599205609984000
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what is stopping the community from eliminating homelessness is the minimum wage jobs and 

jobs that are not available. Businesses might not see homelessness as a problem because they try 

to pay their employees minimal as possible, want to hire few staff as possible, and raise prices of 

goods, in order to save and gain money. Most companies worry about their profit instead of 

others. In todays economy much more money is needed to survive and have the proper care. 

 There are constant debates over the issue of homelessness. The discussion is that there 

isn’t enough money to help them or should the government be involved. President Obama 

believes that America has to end homelessness. According to the article “The President’s 2016 

Budget: Fact Sheet on Homelessness Assistance" it states, “In his Budget, the President calls for 

nearly $5.5 billion in targeted homeless assistance” (1). This shows how much the President is 

committed and acknowledges that homelessness is a nation wide issue and set a budget to help 

those who need assistance to live a stable life. It also shows that the government is the best 

solution to solving this problem. Someone who can also solve this issue is individuals. Our 

community can donate food, clothes, blankets, and money to help keep up shelters. Together we 

can slowly decrease people off the streets and into proper care. 

 Homelessness is a big part of many cities and it must be fixed. It’s important that 

individuals spread the word of the increase of homeless people. Doing this will make everyone 

aware that if they want the street to be clean and people out of streets, there must be something 

done. Having more volunteers and shelter helps those individuals succeed and live a better life. 

Poverty is a serious issue and the government can help decrease homeless people. Every problem 

has a solution, so homelessness can be fixed if jobs and housing prices decrease. Also if people 

with mental issues and drug addictions get help from hospitals or counseling. We all should call 

to this action and get individuals off the streets. 
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